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Abstract 
Yamasaki, S., A denotational semantics and dataflow construction for logic programs, Theoretical 
Computer Science 124 (1994) 71-91. 
We present a denotational semantics for a logic program to construct a dataflow for the logic 
program. The dataflow is defined as an algebraic manipulator of idempotent substitutions and it 
virtually reflects the resolution deductions. 
1. Introduction 
Concerning the finite computation of a logic program, the least fixpoint semantics 
based on the function associated with the deductions from it is essential [l]. As an 
alternative way, there is a declarative semantics in [S], which is defined with the 
domain involving atoms with variables. However, the sequence of answers for the 
finite computations with a goal should have been thought of as significant and 
formulated from the semantic viewpoint. A function to reflect the consecutive genera- 
tion of answers for a logic program with a goal is recursively defined in [9]. In [3], the 
recursive equation is given to represent a generation of answer substitutions in the 
SLD resolution deductions by means of the domain of substitution sequences. In [lo], 
each step of the SLD resolution deduction has been defined by a denotational 
semantics. Also the SLD resolution deduction for Prolog, even with cut, is described 
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from the denotational semantics viewpoint based on the notion of states (i.e. current 
substitutions in computing the stream of answers) [4,5]. Debray and Mishra con- 
structed a denotational semantics on the basis of a sequence domain of idempotent 
substitutions [6] to focus on the sequential evaluation strategy used by Prolog 
evaluators as well as the effect of cut operator. These denotational semantics might be 
interpreted as expressing abstract aspects of Fitting’s and Baudinet’s fixpoint semantics. 
Following the researches, but taking a different approach to the generation of the 
substitution stream, this paper deals with a denotational semantics for a logic 
program, in order to construct dataflow. The dataflow will be more elaborate than the 
recursion equation set as in [14], in the sense that the semantic domain is based on the 
idempotent substitution sequence and the semantic functions are completely defined 
as algebraic manipulations on substitutions. The domain will be equipped with hiaton 
[13] as time delay, and a complete partial order (cpo). However, it is different from the 
cpo in [4,5], in that it does not involve the symbol denoting the endless loop. It is 
shown that the semantic functions are fully abstract with respect to the resolution 
deductions but do not treat the usual atomic form as in [S]. We will see that the 
semantic functions induce the recursion equation which is an expression of a dataflow 
for a given logic program. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, preliminaries concerning substitu- 
tions are summarized. In Section 3, the resolution deduction from a definite clause 
sequence is expressed using manipulation on idempotent substitutions. This comes 
from the motivation to dismiss the atomic form and to grasp the deductions abstractly 
by an algebraic approach, using the properties as in [7,12]. In Section 4, a denota- 
tional semantics is developed. The semantic functions are defined based on the 
algebraic manipulation in the previous section. In the denotational semantics, we have 
a relationship between the fixpoint of a semantic function and the fixpoint of 
a function associated with the deductions. In Section 5, a dataflow as a recursion 
equation is constructed for a logic program by means of semantic functions of Section 4. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this paper, a logic program means a sequence of definite clauses. A definite clause 
takes the form such as AcBi . . . B, (n30), where A, B1 , . . ., B, are atoms. An atom is 
an expression of the form P(tl, . . , , t,), where P is a predicate symbol and tl, . . , t, are 
terms. A term is recursively defined: (i) a variable is a term, and (ii)f(ti, . . . , tk) (k 3 0) is 
a term if f is a k-place symbol and tl , . . , tk are terms, 
As in [6], the abstract syntax of logic programs is expressed as follows: 
Term ::= Vur + Functor(Term*), 
Atom ::= Pred(Term*), 
Body ::= Atom*, 
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Clause : := Atom+ Body, 
Program : := Clause*. 
Term is a set of terms and Vur a set of variables. Note Vur c Term. Functor is the set 
of function symbols and Pred the set of predicate symbols. Atom stands for the set of 
atoms. 
A substitution is a function from Vur to Term. Sub means the set of substitutions. 
For a substitution 0, Dam(B) denotes the set {XE Var 1 O(x)#x}, i.e., the domain of 8. If 
the domain of t3 is {xi, . , x,,} (finite), then tJ is represented by {xi ) Q(x,), . .,x, ) 0(x,,)} 
or (3 1 i}, where x stands for the list (x1, . . ., x,) and i for (B(x,), ..,, 6(x,)). In this 
paper, the domain of a substitution is supposed to be finite. The substitution 8 is 
especially denoted by E if Dam(O) is empty. That is, &(x)=x for any XE Vur. 
A substitution p is said to be a permutation (a renaming of variables) if it is 
a bijection from Vur to Var. 
Let Exp= TermuAtom. For BESub and EEEx~, Etl is recursively defined: 
I 
e(x) if E=x for XE Vur, 
Ee= f(tle, . . . . t,e) if E=f(t,, . . ..t.)~Term, 
P(t,e, . . . . t,e) if E=P(t,, . . ..t.)EAtom. 
For &cp~Sub, the composition of 8 and qn (denoted by CpO) is defined by 
@3(x) = O(x)cp for XE Var. It is easy to see that O($q) =(e$)cp for cp, $, &Sub. Also, we 
see that (EB)cp= E(qe) for EEEx~ and 8,cpESub. 
For &Sub and U c Var, we define U8 = {x0 I XE U } c Term. 
For the treatment with the substitution as unification of terms, a substitution 
8 might be assumed to satisfy the condition that Dom(B)n{ yE Var /y occurs in 
Dom(6)8} is empty. This condition guarantees that the terms substituted for the 
variables do not involve any corresponding variables on which a given substitution 
can operate. That is, the condition means the idempotence of the substitution. 
Definition 2.1. A substitution BeSub is said to be idempotent if 88= 8. ZdSub denotes 
the set of all idempotent substitutions. 
As defined in [7,12], we have the following relation on ZdSub. 
Definition 2.2. A relation 5 on IdSub is defined as follows: Q<(p iff there exists rl/ESub 
such that cp=$Q. 8 is said to be more general than cp if O<q. 
Note that “5” is not a partial order but a preorder. 
Definition 2.3. A relation - on IdSub is defined as follows: 0 - CP iff ~56 and 8540. 
It is seen that - is an equivalence relation. Note that if 0-q then there exist 
permutations (renamings of variables) p and ~7 such that pO= cp and acp = 0 [7]. 
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To restrict the domain of a substitution to some appropriate set, the following 
definition is exploited. 
For BESub and U c Vur, a restriction of 0 with respect to U (i.e. aJa : Vau+ Term) is 
defined by 
a(x) 
al&)= x 
( 
if XEU, 
otherwise, 
for XE Var. 
The definition of the restriction of a substitution is extended to that of the 
restriction of a substitution set. For OcSub and U c Var, the restriction of 0 with 
respect to U is defined by 
OJu= {OJ” I BE@}. 
For the restrictions as above, the mappings V: 2A*0m+2V“r and V’: 2Term-+2var e 
also used. 
V(At)= {xE Var 1 x occurs in some AEAt}, 
V’(T)={zEVar)z occurs in some tET}. 
In what follows, the usual notions of unifiers are represented as follows. 
Definition 2.4. Let At c Atom. We define 
unif(At)=jOsZdSubI AO=BB for any A,&At}, 
mgu(At)= (cpeZdSub) cpEunif(At) and V$~unij(At): q15$>. 
If At = 8 (empty), we define un$(@) = ZdSub and mgu(8) = { cpEZdSub I cp - E} 
Note: There is an algorithm to get a member in mgu(At), say, a method to compose 
an idempotent unifier, step by step, for each disagreement set. Also see [7] for the most 
general, idempotent unifier for unifiable set of atoms. 
Definition 2.5. Let (A,,B,), . . . . (A,, B,) be pairs of atoms (n > 1). We define 
UNZF({(A,,B,),...,(A,,B,)))={~EZ~S~~/B~~~~({A~,B~})~~~ ldidn}, 
MGU({(A,,B,),...,(A,,B,)})={~~E~~S~~I~~EUNIF({(A~,B,),...,(A,,B,)}) 
and V$EUNIF(((AI,BI), . . ..(A.,&))):cp~~}. 
We also define UNZF(@)=ZdSub and MGU(@=fcp~ZdSub) (P-E}. 
- -, Note: When Ai=Pi(ti) and Bi=Qi(fi) (ti, tiETerm*) for 1 <i<n, 
MGU({(AI>BI), . . ..(A.,&))) 
=i 
mgu({P(F, ,..., &),P(t; ,..., EL)}) if Pi=Qi for l<idn, 
8 (empty) otherwise. 
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Therefore, we can have an idempotent substitution in MGU(-) if it is nonempty, by 
means of the unification algorithm to obtain a member in mgu(-). 
It is easy to see that the following result holds. 
Lemma 2.6. Zfo~ZdSub, then oJ,sldSub. 
Lemma 2.7. If CJ - cr'for c, a’EldSub and U c Var, then aJLI - CT’J”. 
Proof. If 0-0’) then there exist p, p’ESub such that PCT=CJ’ and p’o’= CJ. For p, we 
define pOESub as follows. 
pdy)= 
; 
P(Y) if y~V'(Dom(ol,)(al,)), 
P(Y) if ~~Dom(o'l,)-Dom(al"), 
Y if y$Dom(a’l,) or y~Dom(aJ,), 
for JJE Var. Note that D~rn(aJ~)~Dorn(a’l~) if prr=o’. Also note aJ”EldSub and 
Dom(aJu)n V’(DO~(OJ~)(OJ~)) is empty. Alternatively, we might not care what pO(y) 
is for y6Dom(oJ,). We prove pO(aJU)=a’lU. 
(i) In case xEDom(ol,)cDom(o’l”): 
~'l"(4=~'(x)=P~(x)=P(~l")(x)=PO(~lL~)(x)~ 
(ii) In case x~Dom(a’lu)-Dom(crl”): 
Note XEU. x#Dom(a), as x$Dom(oJU). Thus, po(x)=p(x). Then 
~'lu(-4=~'(x)=P~(4=P(4=P,(x)=P&l")(x). 
(iii) In case x$Dom(a’lu): 
For the same reason, pb(c~‘_1~)=01~ for some pbESub. This concludes al”-~‘1”. 
3. Resolution deductions by means of substitution manipulations 
3.1. Resolution deductions 
In this section, the resolution deductions for logic programs are grasped by 
algebraic manipulations on idempotent substitutions. The algebraic manipulation is 
essential in denotational semantics for dataflow computing of logic programs. 
Firstly, the deductions in accordance with the so-called bottom-up inferences are 
reconsidered. We are not endowed with the domain in [S], where two atoms are 
regarded as equivalent if one of them is obtained from another by applying a renam- 
ing of variables. On the other hand, although an equivalence relation - on IdSub will 
be exploited, we distinguish each atom from another. This is mainly because each 
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atom affected with an idempotent substitution is the object to be treated, to grasp the 
resolution deductions by means of algebraic manipulations. 
For a logic program L, TL : 2A’om+2A’om is defined by: 
A& T,(I) for Q= 6JVC(A1) EIdSub and for IE~*““” 
iff 3AcBi . ..B. (in L), 3B;, . . . . BLEI, 3p,, . . . . pn (permutations), 38: 
(i) V({A,&, . . ..B.})n~({B;p,,...,B:,p,)) is empty, 
(ii) V({B~pi})nV({B>~j}) is empty for ldi#j<n, 
(iii) ~EMGIJ(((B,,B;P~), ...,(B,,~p,)})lv((A)). 
T, is regarded as a function associated with the resolution deductions. It is easily 
seen that TL is continuous. 
Lemma 3.1. TL(UiXi)=UiT~(Xi)fOr Uny chain X,cXlc”. (XiE2Arom). 
The least fixpoint of TL is uisw TL(@), where Tf(@)=@l and T;(8)= T,(TL-‘(0)) 
(i > 0). (o is the set of natural numbers.) The least fixpoint of T, is denoted by Ifp( T,). 
An atom A is said to be derivable from L if A~lfp(T,). 
In order to represent the mapping TL by the manipulations on substitutions, we 
have the following notation. 
Definition 3.2. consis : 21dSub+21dSub and comb : 21dSub+21dSub are defined by: 
consis({81, . . . . 8,,})={B~ZdSubI8i<8 for l<i<n}, 
consis(@= ZdSub for the empty set 0. 
I 
comb({~1,...,~,))={cp~ldSub~cp~consis({~,,...,8,j) and 
V~Econsis((B,,...,8,}): cp<+}, 
comb(@)= (cpEldSub 1 (P-E} for the empty set 0. 
consis((ei,..., 0,)) is denoted by 0, o ... o 8,, or 0 ,~iQ.Biandcomb(le,,...,e,})by 
010 ‘.. 0 8, or @l<iQnOj. 
We shall look at a method to get a member in @i Qi4n Bi later. 
Notation 3.3. For XcZdSub, let X be {cpgldSubj cp~X and V$EX: qS$}. 
It follows mgu(()=unif(-), MGU(-)= UNIF(-) and comb(-)=consis(-). Also 
note XcX. We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. (1) Let X= YC ZdSub. Then _f = r. 
(2) Let XC YC IdSub and YcX. Then .f = r. 
(3) Let X=014iCnBi and aEX=@,<i<nei. Then ~-CC iff/3E%. 
(4) Let X=(6’@ rl/)l”c,&, (At cz‘itom). Then x=(8 @ $)i,J(At). 
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Proof. (1) Let CCEXCX. Since X= Y, cr~Y. For any /?EY, cc’%=/3 for some CI’, as crux 
and /?E Y=X. Thus, c( is most general in Y and CLE r. That is, Xc Y. For the same 
reason, YcX. Finally, X= Y. 
(2) Let crcX. Since CIEX, ZE Y. Because a~x, for any /?E YcX there exists Co such 
that R’CI = p. Thus, c( is more general than /I and tl~ Y. Conversely, suppose XE Y. Then 
VEX. For any YEX c Y there exists x” such that ~“CI = y, because CLE p It follows VEX. 
Therefore, X= Y. 
(3) Ifp-a,then~‘a=BandP’B=rforsome~‘andP’.ItfollowsBEO1gi~.~i=X. 
Also, we can say fl is more general than I (which is the most general in X). Thus, fl is 
the most general in X and PEX. Conversely, as VEX, if PEX, then /j’d% and sib. 
Finally, p - x. 
(4) Assume ~(0 0 $)l~(~,i. Then ZEX and there exists X~EQ @ $ such that 
r = Q~v(A~). For any P# 0 cl/)l~~, there exists p0~6’ o $ such that fi=fiOJVcAt,. For 
some Co, /I0 = a’~. Using the technique in the proof of Lemma 2.7, we see b = r”= 
for some x”. It follows (0 @ $)JvcAr, c X = (0 0 $)Jvcat,. 
Conversely, suppose aE(B 0 II/) JVcAtj. For p= PO JVtA1) such that DOE8 0 $ c 8 Q II/, 
there exists CI’ such that cc’s =/I. Noting the domain of x, we see there exists a,E8 0 $ 
such that c( = a0 _1 v(arJ and E”Q, = PO for some a”. As fl,,& @ I++, crO~tl @ $. This implies 
a,,@ 0 $) and 60 0 IH~~(~~). Thus, (Q o ICI)lY(Af&’ 0 ICl)lycAtj. This completes 
the proof. 0 
By the definition of consis, it is seen (0, 0 0,) 0 Q3 =el 0 (0,@ 0,). It follows from 
Lemma 3.4 that ((3, 0 t?,) 0 & = e1 0 (e, @ 0,). That is, the associative law holds for 
0. (It is clear that the commutative law holds.) 
comb : 21dSub + 21dSub is extended to 22’dS”h+ 21dSub as follows. 
comb({Ol,...,O,}) is also abbreviated by Oi @...@ O,, or @i<i<nOi. 
Example 3.5. Let e1 = {x If(y)} and e2 = ( y I g(z)], where x,y, z are variables, andf,g 
function symbols. Then {x If( g(z)), y 1 g(z)}Eel 0 e2. 
To see a method of getting an idempotent substitution in @ 1 GiQn Bi and a relation- 
ship between comb(-) and MGU(-), we firstly prove some lemmas. 
Proof. If Bi - (3; for 1 < i < n, there exist pi and 0: such that oit9i = 0; and CJ~ Qi = Bi. When 
CZEO idiQnOi, there exist B1,...,pn such that ~=B1e,=B1a;e;=...=PnBn=Pna~e~. 
It follows aE0 iQiGn&. Thus, 01gi4nQicQ1,i,,,ei. For the same reason, 
0 isic.6ic0 iQiBnei. By Lemma 3.4(l), the present lemma holds. 0 
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Lemma 3.7. Assume BiEmgu({Ai,Bi}) for ldi<n. Tken @l<i<ndi= 
MGU({(A,,&), . . ..(A.>&)}). 
Proof. (i) If n=O, then both sides are (cp~ldSub 1 cp -E}. Thus, the lemma holds. 
(ii) Assume n>O. Also suppose c(EUNIF(((A~,B~), . . ..(A.,&)}). Since 
~~U~if({A~,B~})fOr1~i~~,~=~i~~fOrSOme~~.ItfOllOWS~~~~~~~,~i.C0nVerSely, 
if sr~0 i<iQnoi, then there exist p 1, . . ..pn such that ~(=pi@~=...=~,,&. It follows 
cr~uni~({Ai,Bi}) (ldifn) and ME UiVZF( { (A,, B,), . . . . (A,, B,)}). Therefore, 
01Qi~“Bi=UNIF(((A,,B,),...,(A,,B,)}). W e can complete the proof by Lemma 
3.4(l). 0 
Corollary 3.8. Assume Oi=mgu((Ai,Bi}) for ldi<n. Then @l<i<nOi= 
MGU({(A,,BI), . . ..(A.,&))). 
Proof. It is seen that if 8i,8f~mgu({A,,Bi}), then Bi-0:. It follows from Lemma 3.6 
that @ 14i<n@i=O 1Qi~nBiif8i,BfEOifor1~<in.Thus,O,,i~,Oi=O,,i,,Bifor 
BiEOi (1 d i 6 n). By Lemma 3.7, @ l~iQnOi=MGU({(A1,B1),...,(A,,B,)}). 0 
Then we have a method to get a substitution in @isib” Bi. 
Method: For l<i<n, let Ai=Pi(Xi,, . . . . Xi,,) and Ai=Pi(fIi(xi,), . . . . O;(xi,,)) such 
that Dom(ei)={xi,, . . ..Xi.,}. Note BiEmgu({Ai, AI}), 1 <idn. Get a substitution in 
MGU(((A,, A;), . . ..(A.,, AL))), by adopting the unification algorithm as mentioned 
above. The substitution is in @ 1 <is, Oi. 
Example 3.9. Let A = P(x), B = P(y) and $ = { y If(d)}, where x, y are variables, and 
f; d l-place and O-place function symbols, respectively. Then {x If(d))Emgu( {A, B$}). 
We note txlf(d)}@{xlvI 0 {Y If(d)})lvclpc,,,p(y)~,)). 
3.2. Algebraic manipulation for resolution deductions 
Firstly, we have a general statement for Example 3.9. Then we have an algebraic 
representation for TL (associated with the resolution deductions) with 0. 
Lemma 3.10. Let A and B be atoms suck that V({A})nV({B]) is empty and 
&mgu( {A, B}). Also let $ =tjJvcre,,EZdSub. Then 
mgu(iA,w))=(w ~c/)h~,~~~~. 
Proof. Assume ccEunif( {A, BI+!I})~~~~~,~~)). Then 
A(a$)=(At+h)a=Acx=(B$)a=B(a~). 
It follows a$Eunif({A,B)). Since BEmgu((A, B}), there exists fi such that tx$=@. 
Because sl/ = $~Yw) EIdSub and V({A})nV({B)) is empty, (c+)~~(~~,~~~)=cI. Thus, 
a$8 o $)Jvc(a,B+lJ. It follows that 
~~~~({A,BICI})~Y((A,BJI))C(~ 0 WV M,BW 
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Conversely, assume crE(6 0 $)JV((A,BJI)j. Then there exists (x1 and fil such that 
M~$=P~&~o$ and cc=(c~,$)J~~~~,~~,,. Because tj=$Jvcier,~ZdSub (the idem- 
potence of Ic/), 
A@.=A(%Il/)l.(jA,8$))= A(a,~)=A(P,B)=(A8)B,=(Be)B,=B(a,B) 
=B(al~)=(B~)(al~)=(BICl)(a,~)lV((A,B~l)=(B~)CI. 
That is, cc~unif( {A, B$})l.V(i,,,ti,,,. It follows that 
(Q 0 W”W,W) CW({k W~)1”,,.4&,),. 
Finally, uniS((A,B~})lvcc~,~ar,=(e 0 WV((~,~W. Note that @f’({A W)~LUW~ 
WI(4W)) and msu({A,B~~)=un~f({A,BICl))cun~({A,BICl))ly((A,B~~). BY Lemma 
3.4(2), mgu({A,B~1)=unif({A,B~))lV,(A,B~)). It follows from Lemma 3.4(4) that 
(0 0 +)1”&4,fJs))=(~ 0 ~)1”&4,BqW By Lemma 3.4(l), this lemma holds. Cl 
By means of Lemma 3.10, we have the following theorem, which states the 
deductions in terms of substitution manipulations. 
Theorem 3.11. Let L= jA+Bl . ..Bn}UIJ l<i<n {Pi(Xpx)fIi+}, where 
(1) each Xp, is a tuple of variables, designated to Pi (which is the predicate symbol of 
Bi) and does not contain any variable common with A+-Bl . . . B,, 
(2) Oi= eilV((P,(Xp,))) EIdSub for 1 <i<n, 
(3) qiEmgu({Bi, Pi(Xp,)))for 1 didn. 
Then 
Proof. (i) Assume n=O. Then A~IET,(@)c T,2(0) for (P=(P~,,(~~)) iff (~EMGU(~)J,(~,~,= 
(BEZdSubl e-~}lvc(Al)=(O1Qi~~(~i @ ei)lV((B.)))j,V((A)). Thus the theorem holds. 
(ii) Suppose n>O. By the definition of T,, T&)= Uldi<n(Pi(Xp,)Oi}. Then 
&ET:(~) for rp=qJ .,iA,,EldSub iffcpEMGU(((B1,P1(Xp,)(plel), . . . . 
(B,,P~(xp,)(Pnen)})l”((a)), 
where p1 , . . . , pn are permutations such that 
(1) V({A,k, . . ..B.S)nV({P,(x,,)(p,e,),...,P,(X,n)(Pnen)>) is empty, and 
(2) V({Pi(x,,)(piei)})nI/({Pj(Xp,)(pjej)}) is empty for ldifjdn. 
By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.10, 
~EMGU(((B,,P,(x,,)(p,e,)), . . ..(B.,Pn(xp,)(Pnen,,))lv((A)) 
iffcp~(O,,i~n((PiOpiei)l V((Bi.P,(x,,)(p,Bi))))lV((A)). 
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Because piei - Bi (1~ i < n), it follows from Lemma 3.6 
(01 ,<iSn(Vi 0 Piei)lV((B,,P,(x,,)(p,B,)i))lV(o) 
=(OlCi<n(cPi 0 ei)lV((Bi,P,(Xp,)(y,ei)~))lV((A),. 
Since V({A})n~/({Pi(Xp,)(Piei)}) as well as v({pi(xPi)(Piei)))n~I/({pj(xPj)(Pjej)}) 
is empty for 1 < i # j < n, using Lemmas 2.7 and 3.4(4), we can see 
(@lSiSn(qi @ ei)lV((B,,,)lV((AI,‘(OlciQn((Pi @ ~i)lV((B,,P,(x,,)(p;B,))))lV(O. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Example 3.12. Let L= {Q(d)cP(d)P(e)}u{P(x)Ec}, where d,e are O-place function 
symbols and x a variable. It is clear that P(X)EE TL@). Also Q(d)E T?(Q)). To see it, we 
note 
{.w’Idj~~gtW’( ) ){ I x E x x’,x’Ix}, P(d)})=mgu({P(x’),P(d)}), 
{x”Ie)-w(i(f7 ) ){ I x E x x”,x” Ix),P(e)})=mgu({P(x”),P(e))), 
({x’ld} 0 jx”Ie))h~~~= ~G~({(P(x’)~P(4)~(P(x”LP(e))~)h~~~~~= {E>> 
{x I +v@%W=W~L 
{xIe}Emgu((P(x),P(e)S), 
({xld) 0 ~)lv~~~~~~~~=({~Idj 0 (xIx’,x’~X}E)-~V((P(I)~)=(&}, 
({x I e} 0 E)lv((~(ej))=({X I e} 0 {x I x”>x” I X~E)~vww~~= i&I. 
By Theorem 3.11, 
=(({x I dj 0 E)l V({P(d)l) @ (ix 1 e} @ E)ly((p(,))))lv((Q(d))) 
=(iE> @ {E))~VCCQWH~ 
and Q(d)=Q(d)EETi(@). 
The following lemma is to transform the attached substitutions to represent the 
same atom. 
Lemma 3.13. Assume cpEZdSub. Also suppose V( {P(Y) j)n V( {P(f)}) is empty as well 
as V( {P(.f)})n V({P(i)(p}), and 8= {X I i}. Then 
P(f)cp=P@)$ for 1c/=til~~~~~~~~~ iff Il/=(cpB)lv(iP(x)))EldSub. 
Proof. If II, =((p8)lv((p(x,,,EZdSub, then P(X)$ = P(f)q for $ = ~~y~jP~~~~~. Conversely, 
assume P(X)lc/ = P(t)q for $ = $l_V((P(,j)j. Then P(X)$ =P(X)(@). It follows 
$ =(c~B)J~((~(~,,,. Since V( {P(%)})n V( {P(I)}) is empty, BEZdSub. Because 
V{W)})nV{W)cp)) is empty, (cpB)l,,(,,,,,,EldSub. 0 
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4. A denotational semantics based on substitution manipulator 
4.1. Treatment with substitution sequence 
To have a dataflow to realize the resolution deductions from a logic program L, we 
give a denotational semantics for the dataflow. Each predicate P(XP) (P: predicate 
symbol, XP: tuple of variables attached to P) is interpreted as denoting a sequence of 
idempotent substitutions such that each substitution 0 occurs in a sequence iff 
P(Xp)(&)~lfP(TL) for some permutation C, i.e. P(z?,)(aO) is derivable from L. 
Note: We assume XP is a tuple of uniquely designated variables for the predicate 
symbol P, and each variable of XP does not occur in a given logic program. Also 
Z,nZ, is supposed to be empty if P # Q. 
To take a one-to-one correspondence between two sequences and another se- 
quence, the following mappings are made use of. 
12:~-+wz, 12(p)=(p1,p2) denotes a bijection. 
P~,:cu~+w, Prl(p,,p2)=p, and Pr2:m2 +o, Pr2 ( pl, p2) = p2 are projections. 
Pri 0 I2 :o-+w is the composition of I, and Pri. It is abbreviated by Z2,i. That is, 
Pri”12(p)=12,i(p)=pi (i=l,2) 
Note: I2 is just a bijection, but is not to be specified. 
To represent time delay in a sequence, we introduce hiaton z as in [13]. It is useful 
for the function (as a merge of sequences) to be fair and continuous. (We shall see it 
later.) 
Taking the time delay into account, we extend @ : 21dSub+21dSub to 21dSubuCr)+2’dSub. 
OIQi<nei= 
@ 1 <i <nOi (as already defined) if none of 8i is z, 
8 (empty) if some 9i is z or undefined 
(ZdSubu(z))” denotes the set of finite and infinite sequences from ZdSubu{z}. 
(IdSubu{z)) nc is also interpreted as a partial function from CO (the set of natural 
numbers) to ZdSubu{z} such that ue(ZdSubu{t})” means u(p) must be defined when 
u(q) is defined for q >p. nu/l@ZdSubu{~})” denotes the empty sequence where null(p) 
is undefined for any pro. 
We need the restriction of the domains for substitutions in a sequence with respect 
to some set of variables. 
For uE(ZdSubu{z})” and UC Var, ul,~(ldSubu(z})” is defined as follows. 
@~u)(P)=u(P)I~ for P-A where we define sJU = z. 
A partial order < on ldSubu{T} is defined by: 
6,<6’ and r<6 for any OEldSubu{z}. 
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A partial order c on (ZdSubujr})” is defined by: 
UC u iff for any PEW either u(p)<u(p) or u(p) is undefined. 
For example, ~9~ ~8~ c Or d2 G3 e4 for 8r, ti2, Q3, d4E IdSub. 
Lemma 4.1. ((ZdSubu{T})“, c) is a complete partial order (cpo). 
Proof. null is the least element. For any chain u0 c u1 c ..., we can see the least upper 
bound ui Ui = U, which is defined by: 
if uk(p)EldSub for some k, 
if u,‘(p)= r for some k and u,(p)$ldSub for any 1, 
if r&(p) is undefined for any k, 
for pro. 0 
Different from the sequence domain in [4, 51 or in [6], null (the empty sequence) is 
the least element in ((ldSubu{z})“, c). Also r is regarded as a pause, but not as an 
endless loop. 
To choose an element from a subset of IdSub, we have ildSub : 2’dS”b+(ldSubu{z}) 
defined by 
i 
ildSub (8) = z for the empty set 0, 
iIds,,b(@)‘~ for some 8E@#@. 
Note: iIds,& is just a mapping, and we do not care what it is. 
In order to select an idempotent substitution from a subset of IdSub, whose range is 
conditioned by some designated set, we also define jIdsub: Pred+2’dS”b+(ZdSubu{z)) 
as follows. 
I 
hdSub [p 18 = z for the empty set 0, 
j,&b[p] @ = 0 for some 8c@ #8 
such that V’(~om(0)8)c Vur,, where 
Varp is the designated set of variables 
to each predicate symbol P 
(Varp and XP have no common variables, 
and Vurpn Vur, is empty if P #Q). 
To provide a sequence from two sequences operated point by point by 0, we have 
two functions 0 and q in the following. 
0 :(IdSubu{t})“+(ldSubu(z})“~(ldSubu{z})”, 
w= ouv. 
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where w(q)=iIdsub(U(k l(4)) 0 412,2(q))). 
0 : Pred+(ZdSubu{~$)” +(ZdSubu{~})” +(ZdSubu{T})“, 
0 [P] UV = M’, 
where w(q)=~,dSub[pI(~(~2,1(9)) @ ~(k2(9))). 
q [P]uv provides a sequence of idempotent substitutions each of which is affected 
by a renaming of variables such that its range contains a designated subset Vur, of 
variables. The function l , as well as 0, is necessary, which transforms a sequence by 
composing a specified substitution with each item of the sequence, in accordance with 
Lemma 3.13. 
l :ZdSub+dSubu{z})“+(ZdSubu(z})“, 
l &l=v, 
where v(q) = u( q)B for qczo such that r9 is defined as r. 
4.2. Semantic functions 
Given a logic program, we have the following semantic functions. 
DEN : Pred+(ldSuhu(z})” 
Transl :Pred(Term*)-+(ZdSubu{z})“+(ZdSubu{~})” 
Trans2:Pred(Term*)-+(ZdSubu{z})m-+(ZdSubu{z})” 
AT: Atom*+DEN+(ZdSubu(r})” 
CL: Clause-DEN-DEN 
PR: Clause*+DEN+DEN 
DEN assigns a sequence in (ZdSubu{z))” to each predicate (more accurately, each 
predicate symbol). It is intended that the assigned sequence for each predicate might 
virtually represent a sequence of atoms (involving the predicate) with substitutions, 
derivable from the logic program. 
For the given logic program (clause sequence) L, the meaning of L (PR[L]) is a 
mapping from DEN to DEN. Roughly speaking, the meaning of L is given by compil- 
ing the meanings of clauses. The meaning of a clause C (CL[C]) is also defined as a 
mapping from DEN to DEN. The meaning of a clause represents, in each member of DEN 
and to each predicate symbol, a sequence in (ZdSubu{z})“, which reflects a sequence 
of derivable atoms with the predicate. The sequence of derivable atoms is represented 
as an idempotent substitution sequence constructed from the meaning AT[a] of an 
atom sequence a (as the body of a clause) with transformations of substitutions. The 
intended meaning of an atom sequence is recursively defined as a sequence of 
idempotent substitutions which are, intuitively speaking, most general simultaneous 
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unifiers of the body (of a clause) and the atoms (to be evaluated alreadyderivable in 
a member of DEN). 
The semantic functions Transl and Trans2 assign, to a predicate, transformations of 
substitution sequences. They are used technically in the definition of the meaning of 
a clause. Note the functions Transl and Trans2 are defined by means of q and 0, 
respectively. The semantic functions are defined precisely as follows, where 0 means 
the concatenation of two sequences. 
AT[nil]5=&“, 
ATCA 0 ali”= ~(~T~~IS)(~Tll~lt) 
where 
for AEAtom, aEAtom*-(nil}, (EDEN, 
ATCQ(9ls’= z+ansl CQ@)lt(Q)=(o CQI~(Q)cp”)lvcc~c~~~~ 
for q={Xa/S>. 
CL[P(f)+a] 5 
=i.x.(ifx=P then Trans2[P(f)]((AT[a]~)~y~~p~~~~~) else P), 
where Trans2[P(t)]u=(oBu)lV((P(x,,)) for 6= {XP 1 t}. 
PR[nil]<=I, 
PR[C]4=CL[C]<, 
PR[C Oc]~=~x.FMerge((CL[C]<)(x))((PR[c]5)(x)) 
for CE Clause and cE Clause* - {nil}, 
where I is a function Pred+{null}. 
Note: As defined before, (uJU)(q)=(u(q))l, (qEu) for u~(ZdSubu{z))” and 
UC Var, where ~[“=r. 
To define FMerge: (ZdSubu{t})“-+(ZdSubu{z})“-+(ZdSubu{~})”, we choose 
a function to provide a sequence by merging two sequences u and v (in IdSub”), which 
satisfies the requirements: 
(1) co-fairness, i.e. if u is infinite, all of u is transmitted (and vice versa). 
(2) angelicness: if u is finite, all of u is transmitted (and vice versa) [13]. 
The dmerge in [13] is adequate for our requirements, when 
(1) we adopt a fair oracle, and 
(2) we have any finite sequence terminated by P. 
As a set of fair oracles, let d be the set of sequences including infinite occurrences of 
both 0 and 1. On condition r“’ is appended to the finite sequence, we have 
dmerge:(ZdSubu{r})” x (ZdSubu{z})” x A-+(ZdSubu{r})” 
defined recursively: 
dmerge(null, y, 0 0 6) = dmerge(x, null, 10 6) = null, 
dmerge(aOx, y, 006)=dmerge(x, aOy, 106)=aOdmerge(x, y, 6). 
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Finally, let 
FMerge(u)(v) = w, 
where w = dmerye(u, u, 6) for some chosen SE A. 
Then dmerge satisfies both cc-fairness and the angelicness (as well as continuity 
[13]), and so does FMerge. Satisfying the requirements, FMerge will contribute to the 
completeness of semantic functions with respect to the resolution deductions. 
Definition 4.2. A relation 4 is defined on DEN as follows: 5 4 i iff for any PEPred, 
S(P)f=i(P). 
Lemma 4.3. (DEN, 6) is a cpo. 
Proof. I is the least element. Because ((ZdSubu{r})“, c) is a cpo, the least upper 
bound is defined by (ui<i)(P)= /Ji(ti(P)) (PEPred) for any chain (0 < ?jr < ... Thus, 
(DEN, <) is a cpo. 0 
Lemma 4.4. For a logic program L, PR [L] : DEN+DEN is continuous. 
PrOOf. Since {i< ui<i, 
5,(p)c (ui5i)tp). * q Cp14i~p~cP”c0Cp1~~iSi~~p~~“~ 
*Hi Cl Cp15i(p)(P” cm CpI(~i4i)(p)cPw~ 
Since ( UiSi)(P)=Ui(Si(p)), f or any qgo (0 [P](uisi)(P)(Pw)(q) is undefined or 
(o[Ipl!UiSi)(p)~“)(q)=(n [Ip14j(p)(P”)(4) for SOme 5j. 
~~°Cpl~~i~i~~p~cP”~~cl~~~~joCpI~j~p~cP”~~~~~ 
~°CpI~~iSi~~p~cP”c~i~OCpl~i~p~cP”~~ 
Finally, given any chain (0 4 51~ ..., U;AT[P(t)]ti =AT[P(t)] (Hi(i). 
Since 0 provides a sequence point by point from two sequences by means of 0, 
0 is continuous. Thus, 
AT[AOU](Ui5i)=UiAT[AOU]5i 
Because TransZ[P(t)] is continuous as l , 
CL[P(t)tU](Ui~i)=UiCL[P(t)ca]~i 
Because of continuity of FMerge as well as AT[-] and CL[-1, 
PR[L](Ui<i)=UiPR[L]ti. This completes the proof. q 
Since I is the least element in (DEN, <), we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.5. For a logic program L, PR[L] : DEN-DEN has the least jixpoint 
tL= UiemPRCLI’l, where PR[L]‘I = I and PR[L]‘I =PR[L](PR[L]‘-‘I) 
(i > 0). 
& is thought of as defining a semantics for L, based on the denotational semantics 
approach. 
4.3. Relationship between semantic functions and resolution deductions 
Before we look for a relationship between & and Ifp(T,), we look at an auxiliary 
lemma, which is concerned with the relation between the resolution deductions and 
the meaning of an atom sequence. 
Lemma 4.6. Assume P(~)+P,(I,)...P,,,(t,) is in L. Suppose 
(1) teDEN such that (c(Pi))(qi)=Bi#rfor qiGO (ldi<m), 
(2) Bi-8: (1 bidm). 
Then 
P(t)cpeT,(U l~ism{Pi(X~~)&})for cP=cPlvccpci,r,EldSub $f 
~“((ATCP,(tl)...P,(t,)lr)(q)lvccPcr,l, for some qEw. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.11 that 
P(t)VETL(Ur<i<rn {Pi(X,i)Qj)) for c~=c~lvc(~(t)~)~~dSUb 
iff cp~(@ l<i<m((Pi 0 e:)lV((P,(ii))))LV((P~i~~~, 
where ~i={Xp,~ti}~mgu({Pi(Xpi), Pi(ti)}) (ldibm). If Bi-BI (ldifm), then 
(Ol~i<m(cPi@81))1 V(/PI(i,)~))lV((P(i)j)=(O lSiQm((Pi 0 ei)l.,,Pi~i,)~))lv((P(i))). 
Because ATCPi(~i)l~=(~CPilS(Pi)cP~)l~~~p,~i,,,), (ATCPi(ti)lS)(Pi)E(cpi 0 Wlvcwi,))) 
for some PiGW. 
As associative law holds for 0, when 0 is applied to AT[-I<, 
(ATCP,(t,)...P,(t-,)l5)(q)EO1~iQ,(cpiO Qi)lww,~~~ 
for some qEw. By Lemma 3.4(3), 
CpO~Ol Si<m((Pi 0 &)l~(~km~~ iffcPo”(ATCP,(t,)...P,(t,)15)(q) Cm4 
It follows from Lemma 2.7 that 
cp~(Ol~i~,(cpiOei)lvc~p,ci~,,,)lvc~pci~,)) iffcP-((ATCP,(t,)...P,(t,)li”)(q))lY((P(t)l) 
for some q. This completes the proof. Cl 
<i is sound with respect to the resolution deduction. 
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Theorem 4.7. Assume a logic program L. Zje=(ti(P))(q) (#z)fir PEPred and qEco, 
then P(X,)&lfp(T,). 
Proof. (i) Assume that 8 =((PR [L] I)(P))(q) (Zz). Then, by means of FMerge, 
Q=((CLCCI J-)(P))(4) 
for some C = P(t)+-a (clause) in L and q’EW. Since Ar[a] I =rw and 
Tvans2 [P(r)] tW = 5” unless a = nil, if S=((CL[CII)(P))(q) (#t), then 
C = P(t)+(a = nil). Therefore, 
(CLCCI l)(P)= Trans2CP(t)l((ATCnill l) V({P(i)))) 
= Truns2[P(t)] 9 = {Xp ) t}“. 
That is, 8 = {XP / I}. On the other hand, 
p(l)E=P(Xp){Xp/I}ETr.(~)CIfp(TL). 
Thus, P(X,)klfp( TL). 
(ii) Assume that if B=((PR[L]“I)(P))(q) (#z) for n<k, then P(X,)&lfp(T,). 
Now assume O=((PRILlk+‘l)(P))(q) (#T). Since 
(PRCLlkf’I)(~)=FMerge((CLC~I(PRELlkI))(~))(~P~Ccl(~~C~lk~~~~~~~, 
for L=COc, 
e=((CLCD1(PRkl))(P))(q’) 
for some D in L and some q’Eco. For D = P(f)+P, (fl). . . P,(t,), 
(CLC~l(f’RCLlkUW) 
= Trans2CP(t)l((ATCP,(tl). .P,(t-,)l(PRCLlkl))l,,,,,i,,,). 
Thus, there exists 
cP=((ATCP,(I,)...P,(t,)l(PRCLlkl))(q’))l,(iP(r))) 
such that 8=(cp(XP 1 t})~v~~p~i,~~~. For cp to exist, we can suppose 
((PRCLlkl)(Pi))(qi)=8iZz 
for some qi~O (1 di<m). By the induction hypothesis, 
Pi(Xp,)QiElfp(TL), 1 didP?I. 
Thus, Ul<i<rn {Pi(X,,)8,} c lfp(T,). By Lemma 4.6, 
p(t)cp=P(x,)BETL(U1~i~m{Pi(Xp,)ei}). 
It follows P(Xp)e~TL(lfP(TL))=IfP(TL). This completes the induction step. 
From (i) and (ii), if tl=((PR[L]“_L)(P))(q)# r f or LEO, then P(Xp)O~lfp(TL). Since 
@=(&(P))(q) implies s=((PR[L]“I)(P))(q) for some n, the theorem holds. 0 
ri is complete with respect to the resolution deductions, up to renaming of variables 
in the following sense. 
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Theorem 4.8. Suppose a logic program L. For any P(&,)~lfp(T,), there exists 
0=(5;(P))(q) (HEW) such that 8-d’ and P(to)=P(Xp)B’. 
Proof. (i) If P(fo)~TJ@, then there exists a clause of the form P(t)cin L such that 
P(to)=P(Qcp for (P=(P~v~~w)~-E. 
(CL[P(f)+-II)(P)= Trans2[P(f)](AT[nil]I) 
= Trans2[P(f)]~“= {Xp ( i]“. 
By means of FMerge, for any pro there exists q~o such that 
{&It> =((CLCP(f)I wP)NP)=((PRC~I ~W))(d 
Since (PR[L].L)(P)c(PR[L]&)(P)=4’L(P), 
(-fPl f> =(5:(P))(q). 
At the same time (ZPIt}-~{XPlt) and P(&)=P(X,) ((~{X~lt}). 
(ii) Assume for any PETE (n< k) there exists O@<;(P))(q) (HEW) such that 
B-8’ and P(f,,)=P(Xp)O’. Let P(fo)~Tifl ($3). It follows there exists a clause 
P(t),P,(t,)...Pm(t,) in L, and P1 (xp,)&, . . , Pm(Xp,)Q T:(0) such that 
P(G) = P(W for cp’ = (~‘-l~((~(i~~~ EIdSub. By the induction hypothesis, for 1 didm 
there exists BiE(<i(Pi))(qi) (qi EO such that Bi-B~. By Lemma 4.6, ) 
cP’-cP=((ATCP,(t,)...P,(t,)lS’L)(q))lV((P(r,,, 
for some qgw. Then there exists 
~=(cp{~,I~})l”((~(x,,,,=((CLCP(~)~P1(~I)...Pm(tm)lSfL)(P))(q) 
=(Trans2[P(t)l((ATCPl(tl)...P,(t-,)lSZ)lvcc~cnr,))(4). 
By means of FMerge, 
for some q’gco. Let O’=((P’{X~~ t})~vCCPCxpj)J. It is easy to see 8’-8, because of cp-cp’ 
and Lemma 2.7. Finally, P(f,,) = P(t)@ = P(Xp)Q’. This completes the induction step. 
From (i) and (ii), if P(&)ETLn(@) for n then there exists O=(<i(P))(q) (qcco) such that 
8-8’ and P(&,)=P(X,)B’. Because P(&)~lfp(T,) implies P(&)~Tff(0) for some n, the 
theorem holds. 0 
5. Dataflow construction 
For a logic program L, we would like to construct a recursion equation U =fL(U) for 
a tuple of sequence variables U such that the sequence variable denotes a member in 
(IdSubu{r})” and the least fixpoint offL might represent the least fixpoint of TL. The 
recursion equation is regarded as a dataflow, in which time delay is explicitly 
expressed by the hiaton. 
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Let L be a logic program, involving just n predicate symbols PI, . . , P,. We assign, 
to ~EDEN, a tuple of sequences (((PI), . . ..5(Pn)). 
Corresponding to the semantics functions as in the previous section, we have: 
SeqVar=((ZdSubu(zj)“) 
trans 1 = Tram 1 
trans2 = Trans2 
at: Atom*+SeqVar-+(ldSubu{z))” 
cl:Clause-+SeqVar+SeqVur 
pr: Clause*+SeqVar-+SeqVar 
The functions are defined in correspondence with those as in the former case. 
at[nil](u~,...,u,)=&w, 
atCAOul(ul, . . ..uJ= O(atCAl(u1, . . ..un))(a~Cal(~.,  ...%l) 
for AEAtom, aEAtom*-{nil}, (ul, . . ..u.)ESeqVar, 
where 
atCQ(f)l(u,, . ..> u,J=transl CQWl~=(o CQl@‘)l~cc~cs~), 
for cp = {XQ 1 S} and v = uk (1 <k < n) such that uk is a sequence variable designated to 
the predicate symbol (2. 
Cl[P(l)+U](Ul, . . ..U.)=(V1, . . ..Vj. . . ..Vn) 
where 
Q=T~ (1 di#j<n) and 
uj=trans2EP(l)l((atCal(u,, ...~%))lv~wy~~~~) 
=(oe((at[a](ul, . . . . U,))lY((P(l~)))).lV(,~~~~~~~ 
for 8 = {XP 1 t} as long as the sequence variable for P is Uj. 
pr[nil](ul, . . . . u,) = (null, . . , null), 
vCCl(4, . . . . %l)=cNcl(~I, . . ..kl). 
prCCOcl(u,,...,u,)=Merge(clCCl(u,,...,u,),prCcl(u,,...,u,)), 
for CEClause and csClause*- {nil), (u,, . . ..u.)~SeqVar, 
where 
Merge((vl ,...,u,),(w1,...,w,))=(x1, ..., x,) iff Xi= FMerge(vi)(wi), 1 <id n. 
By the above recursive semantic functions, a dataflow for a logic program is 
described by 
prCLl(u, ... ,h)=(~~,...,h), 
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where (ul , . . , u,) stands for a tuple of sequence variables, and each Ui is in correspond- 
ence with the predicate symbol Pi. 
The relation c on (IdSubu{~})” is extended to ((ldSubu(z})“)” as follows. 
(uI,...,n”)c(rI,..‘, U,) iff Ui C Ui, 1 <i < PI. 
Then it is straightforward to see the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. ((ldSubu{z})“)“, c) is a cpo. 
Note, there is a bijection from DEN:Pred+(ldSubu(r})” to ((ldSubu{z})“)#Pr’d 
for the cardinality #Pred of Pred. Also Merge is continuous as FMerge is. 
Therefore, as Theorem 4.5, we have now the following theorem. 
U i* 
Theorem 5.2. For a given logic program L involving n predicate symbols, pr[L] : 
((ldSubu(z})“)“+((ldSubu{z})“)” has the 1eastJixpoint. 
Notation 5.3. Assume a logic program L contains just n predicate symbols PI, . . . , P,. 
The least fixpoint of pr[L] is denoted by 
(G, . ..>iL). 
where [f is concerned with the predicate symbol Pi involved in L. 
Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 are paraphrased now as follows. 
Theorem 5.4. Assume a logic program L. Jf Q=i:(q) (#t) for qcco, then 
pi(xP,)BElfP(TL). 
Theorem 5.5. Suppose a logic program L. For any Pi(fo)Elfp(TL), there exists 6’= [s( q) 
(qEW) such that 8-O and Pi(t,)=Pi(Rp&)O’. 
6. Concluding remarks 
We have seen a meaning PR[L] of a logic program L, which is fully abstract with 
respect to the resolution deductions in the sense of Theorems 4.7 and 4.8. By means of 
the proposed denotational semantics for a logic program L, we can construct a data- 
flow for L, which is represented as a recursion equation (ul, . . . , u,) = pr [L] (ul, . . , u,). 
Its least fixpoint is regarded as the generation of idempotent substitution sequences 
with time delay per each predicate symbol. The generation virtually reflects the 
resolution deductions. The semantic functions to define pr [L] do not need the domain 
constructed from atoms, but the domain consisting of idempotent substitutions. In the 
constructed dataflow, each clause is regarded as transforming substitution sequences, 
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and the transformation accurately represents the resolution deductions caused by the 
clause with already generated atoms. 
The dataflow involves fairmerge in [13] with hiaton as pause, or time delay. The 
hiaton is served for the fairmerge to be continuous as well as for the sequence domain 
to be a cpo. The cpo is not concerned with the denotation of the endless loop as in 
[4,5]. The fairmerge is controlled by a fair oracle and with the given oracle the whole 
dataflow behaves as a pure dataflow as in [a]. 
Defining the semantics for a logic program with negation seems difficult in relation 
to the dataflow, because the consistency check is not so easy. However, it might be 
interesting to see how far the dataflow construction will be possible for a logic 
program with negation. 
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